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Introduction
Welcome to 0xBet, a pioneering company at the forefront of 
integrating artificial intelligence with sports gambling. 

We are excited to introduce our flagship product: a Telegram bot 
designed to revolutionize the way you engage with sports betting. 
Our bot offers a unique blend of predictive analytics, arbitrage 
opportunities, and a revenue-sharing system, all geared towards 
enhancing your betting experience across a multitude of sports.



Product Overview
AI Powered Predictions

Our Telegram bot stands out by providing precise match predictions 
across various sports, including soccer, cricket, baseball, racing, and 
more. Here's what the bot offers:

Match Analysis: Before every game our bot conducts a thorough 
analysis. In the example of soccer this includes evaluating team 
performance, player availability, and recent form to generate 
reliable predictions.

Daily Picks: Each day, the bot will provide analysis for three 
upcoming matches, complete with betting multipliers, allowing you 
to choose your best bet.

Arbitrage Betting

For those interested in risk-free profits, our bot facilitates arbitrage 
betting by identifying bookmakers offering odds that guarantee a 
profit regardless of the match outcome. 

Imagine a scenario where you could place bets on all possible 
results of the Real Madrid vs. Barcelona match across different 
bookmakers. This secures a guaranteed profit with a well-calculated 
distribution of your budget.



Revenue and Partnerships
Revenue Share System

We reinvest profits generated by our marketing wallet into the bot's 
predictions, creating a revenue-sharing ecosystem. Profits won 
through the bot's betting recommendations are distributed, with 
40% of the total profit shared among our users.

Partnerships and Membership

Our network of partnerships with esteemed tipsters worldwide will 
play a crucial role in marketing and promoting our bot. Initially, 
access to our bot will be complimentary for the first 24 hours. 
Following this period, we will offer a paid membership for continued 
access to our premium service.



Bot Interaction Examples
Prediction Requests

User Command: ‘/predictionʼ
Bot Response: Provides detailed match predictions, including event, 
teams, AI prediction, and betting advice.

Example: 
Event: Serie B (Italy)
Teams: Cittadella - Pisa
AI PREDICTION: Winner Pisa
AI Advice: Double chance : Draw or Pisa

Event: Segunda División (Spain)
Teams: Racing Ferrol - Racing Santander
AI PREDICTION: Winner Racing Santander
AI Advice: Double chance : Draw or Racing Santander

Arbitrage Scan

User Command: ‘/scan 10000-50-100-1ʼ
Bot Response: Offers arbitrage betting opportunities, detailing 
matches, odds, bookmakers, and expected profit.

Example: 
Info: Primera División - Chile (Campeonato Chileno)
Match: Everton de Viña del Mar - O'Higgins

1: 3.2(Bet:3200.0) Bookmaker: Coolbet
2: 3.0(Bet:3400.0) Bookmaker: 888sport
X: 3.3(Bet:3100.0) Bookmaker: Coolbet

=>COST: 9700.0
=>PROFIT: 240.0$ max - 200.0$ min



Roadmap
Phase 3: Launch and Expansion

Line up influencers for marketing
Launch #0xBET (Stealth launch)
Publish the prediction s̓ channel free trial
( 72/144 hours )
Update Dextools
Update Dexscreener
Coingecko Listing
Develop 'Fetch matches details' feature
 Coinmarketcap Listing
Start the partnership program
Threads competition
Betting challenge competition

Phase 1: Foundation and Planning

Hire top AI talent for research
Build the core team
Develop a strong AI analyzer

Phase 2: Development

 Initiate development
Design the Telegram user interface
Build the brand
Teach the bot how to use various algorithms
[Integrate those algorithms in its code]

Distribute the first revenue share
Implement broadcast message ads
Launch #0xBET betting/staking dapp
Create a Whale group
Twitter spaces
Hire TOP AI talents 
[To improve algorithms and elaborate info]
Implement new functionalities in DAPP (TBA)
Onboard 2 Tipsters to bet using the bot̓ s
predictions



Looking Ahead
Future Directions

Initially, our bot will operate exclusively within a private channel, 
offering users match information driven by our AI algorithms.

In the future, we will broaden access to our bot, transitioning to a 
subscription-based model for ongoing use of our premium services. 
This approach ensures a tailored and high-quality betting advisory 
service.

Conclusion

At 0xBet, we're committed to enhancing your sports gambling 
experience through the power of AI. Our Telegram bot is just the 
beginning. Stay tuned for more innovative features and updates as 
we continue to evolve and expand our services.
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